Early stage of integrable turbulence in the one-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger
equation: a semiclassical approach to statistics
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We examine statistical properties of integrable turbulence in the defocusing and focusing regimes
of one-dimensional small-dispersion nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1D-NLSE). Specifically, we
study the 1D-NLSE evolution of partially coherent waves having Gaussian statistics at time t = 0.
Using short time asymptotic expansions and taking advantage of the scale separation in the semiclassical regime we obtain a simple explicit formula describing an early stage of the evolution of the
fourth moment of the random wave field amplitude, a quantitative measure of the “tailedness” of the
probability density function. Our results show excellent agreement with numerical simulations of
the full 1D-NLSE random field dynamics and provide insight into the emergence of the well-known
phenomenon of heavy (resp. low) tails of the statistical distribution occurring in the focusing (resp.
defocusing) regime of 1D-NLSE.
PACS numbers:

I.

INTRODUCTION

Turbulence is one of the most recognizable forms of
nonlinear motion that has been, and continues to be,
the subject of very active research in classical (viscous)
fluid dynamics [1]. This fundamental phenomenon occurs also in dispersive media where turbulence is associated with the generation of complex, spatio-temporal
statistical ensembles of interacting nonlinear waves. The
theory of weak wave turbulence in dispersive systems was
developed by V.E. Zakharov in the 1960s [2]. The wave
turbulence theory provides a framework for the statistical description of weak turbulence in nonintegrable wave
systems dominated by resonant interactions. One of the
most important results in wave turbulence theory is the
discovery by V. E. Zakharov in 1965 of a new type of solutions to kinetic equations corresponding to a constant
energy flux through scales. These solutions are called
Kolmogorov-Zakharov spectra, and they have been observed in a variety of experiments performed in turbulent
wave systems [3].
The notion of turbulence can be extended to the realm
of integrable systems where it is understood as complex
spatio-temporal dynamics of nonlinear random waves
in physical systems whose behavior is well modeled by
integrable nonlinear partial differential equations such
as the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation or the onedimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1D-NLSE).
Since many nonlinear wave systems can be described by
partial differential equations having an integrable core
part the emerging theory of integrable turbulence, also
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initiated by Zakharov [4], has become an active field of
research with the theoretical (mostly numerical) developments supported by a number of experimental observations [4–14] Given the absence of resonances in integrable systems, the mechanisms underlying integrable
turbulence are of profoundly different nature than those
found in the standard WT [2, 3, 15] and thus require very
different theoretical approaches to their study.
General properties of integrable wave systems can be in
principle analyzed using the inverse scattering transform
(IST) method [16], which thus provides a powerful analytical framework for the description of integrable turbulence. However, only very few analytical results are available in this direction due to the high complexity of the
IST with random potentials, so alternative approaches
based on, e.g., asymptotic expansions could prove very
valuable. In this paper, such an asymptotic approach is
developed in application to integrable turbulence in the
framework of 1D-NLSE which plays a fundamental role
in nonlinear physics due to the unique combination of
complete integrability and the ubiquity in a broad range
of applications.
Depending on the relative signs of dispersion and nonlinearity the 1D-NLSE can exhibit focusing or defocusing
properties which have strong effect on the evolution of the
statistics of random solutions. Generally speaking, nonlinear wave propagation in media with self-focusing nonlinearity tends to produce heavy-tailed deviations from
the initial Gaussian statistics, observed in the probability
density function (PDF) of the random wave field amplitude. In recent years, the question of the emergence of
heavy-tailed statistical distributions has been extensively
studied in relation to the occurrence of extreme events
such as Rogue Waves, mainly in the physical contexts of
fluid dynamics [17–20] and optics [7, 8, 14, 21–25]. Even
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though statistical properties of nonlinear defocusing media have been less extensively examined, several experiments have shown that defocusing nonlinearities tend to
produce low-tailed deviations from the initial Gaussian
statistical distribution [26, 27].
The “heaviness” of the tail in the PDF of the field
amplitude distribution is characterized by the kurtosis
(the fourth standardized moment of the PDF). In the
WT setting, the theory based on the derivation of quasikinetic equations for the lowest order moments of the
wave field has been developed in [15, 28–30]. This theory
has confirmed that the kurtosis increases in the focusing
case and decreases in the defocusing case while the initial
field is characterized by Gaussian statistics. However,
this kind of analytical treatment is inherently limited to
the weakly nonlinear propagation regime.
To evaluate kurtosis for certain regimes of the fully
nonlinear integrable turbulence in the 1d-NLSE one can
take advantage of the mathematical framework of dispersive hydrodynamics – the semi-classical theory of nonlinear dispersive waves [31]. The definitive feature of
dispersive hydrodynamics is the presence of two distinct
spatio-temporal scales: the long scale specified by initial
conditions and the short scale by the internal coherence
length (i.e. the typical size of the coherent soliton-like
structures). This scale separation enables one to analyse
the wave evolution asymptotically.
The semi-classical, dispersive hydrodynamic approach
describes the propagation regimes of a completely
opposite nature compared to the regimes considered in
the framework of wave turbulence theory. This approach
can be applied to the 1D-NLSE propagation if the initial
scale of the fluctuations of the power of the complex
field |ψ|2 are much larger than the one corresponding
to the balance between nonlinearity and dispersion. In
most of the standard cases, this separation of scales
correspond to situations where the nonlinear part of
the energy is much greater that the linear (kinetic)
part of the energy at the initial time. As shown in
ref. [32], this scale separation permits one to split the
development of integrable turbulence into two distinct
stages characterized by qualitatively different dynamical
and statistical features. At the initial (we shall call
it “pre-breaking”) stage of the evolution nonlinear
effects dominate linear dispersion and the wave fronts of
the random initial field experience gradual steepening
leading to the formation of gradient catastrophes that
are subsequently regularized through the generation of
dispersive shock waves in the defocusing regime [33]
and of Peregrine-like breather sequences in the focusing
regime [34]. As shown in ref. [32], the dynamical and
statistical features that occur at the pre-breaking stage
of the defocusing 1D-NLSE can be interpreted in terms
of the evolution of random Riemann waves.
In this paper, we extend the analysis of the previous
works based on the semi-classical approach to the 1DNLSE with random initial data by calculating the short-

time evolution of the the normalized fourth moment κ4
of the amplitude of the field. Similar to the standard
kurtosis, the quantity κ4 describes the degree of the deviation from the initial statistical distribution which is often assumed to be Gaussian [35]. Using the semi-classical
Madelung transform and performing the zero dispersion
limit, we derive a general analytical expression for the
short-time evolution of the fourth moment of the random
1D-NLSE wave field in terms of hydrodynamic variables,
and show that this expression can be further simplified
for the wave field having Gaussian statistics at initial
time. Our analytical asymptotic results are shown to be
in excellent agreement with numerical simulations of the
evolution of partially coherent initial data in 1D-NLSE.
The paper is organised as follows:
- Sec. II : using the semi-classical approximation, we
identify the initial stage of the 1D-NLSE development
of partially coherent waves with the nonlinearity dominated, dispersionless regime, and derive the general expression for the short-time evolution of the fourth order
moment κ4 as a power series expansion in time t;
- Sec III : we apply the derived formula for κ4 to
the fundamental case of random waves characterized by
Gaussian statistics at time t = 0;
- Sec IV : we provide a comparison between our semiclassical analytical results and numerical simulations of
1D-NLSE.
II. THE DISPERSIONLESS LIMIT OF THE
1D-NLSE AND THE TIME EVOLUTION OF THE
FOURTH-ORDER MOMENT OF A RANDOM
WAVE FIELD

We consider the 1D-NLSE in the normalized form
iε

∂ψ ε2 ∂ 2 ψ
+
+ σ|ψ|2 ψ = 0,
∂t
2 ∂x2

(1)

where ψ is a complex field, ε is the dispersion parameter,
σ = −1 in the defocusing regime and σ = +1 in the
focusing regime.
The 1D-NLSE (1) is considered in a periodic box of
size L, ψ(x + L, t) = ψ(x, t) ∀t. The field ψ then can be
represented as a Fourier series:
X
2iπ
ψ(x, t) =
ψk (t)e L kx with k ∈ Z,
(2)
k

where the Fourier coefficients are given by
Z
1 L
ψk (t) =
ψ(x, t)e−2iπkx dx.
L 0

(3)

The “density of particles” N and the momentum P
represent integrals of motion and are expressed in terms
of Fourier coefficients:
Z
X
1 L 2
N=
|ψ| dx =
|ψk |2 ,
(4)
L 0
k

3
P =

1
L

Z

L

ψx ψ ∗ dx =

0

X  2πik 
k

L

|ψk |2 .

(5)

The Hamiltonian, that we represent in the form
H = ε2 HL + HNL

(6)

is also integral of motion, which is naturally split into
two parts: the linear (kinetic energy) part
ε2 HL (t) =

ε2
2L

Z

L

|ψx |2 dx =

0

and the nonlinear part
Z L
σ
HNL (t) =
|ψ|4 dx.
2L 0

ε2 X  2πk 2
|ψk |2
2
L

(7)

k

(8)

We now assume that the Fourier modes at initial time
ψ0k = ψk (t = 0) = |ψ0k |eiφ0k are complex random variables. The complex field (2) is then a random periodic
solution of the 1D-NLSE. No particular hypothesis about
statistical properties of ψ0k needs to be introduced at this
step but we will show in Sec. III that the main result of
our analysis can be simplified if the initial statistics of the
random wave field is assumed to be Gaussian. We consider random initial conditions for which N , HL (t = 0)
and HNL (t = 0) are all O(1). This is typically achieved
by taking the initial power spectrum n0k = |ψ0k |2 with
the characteristic width ∆k ' 1, which implies that the
typical spatial size of the initial random fluctuations is
also of the order of unity and much larger than the internal coherence length (that is ε). Such random waves are
often called partially coherent, particularly in the statistical optics context [36].
Given the 1D-NLSE evolution of individual realizations of the random field ψ(x, t) the challenge is to determine the associated evolution of its statistical characteristics such as the probability density function (PDF) of
the amplitude |ψ|, the power spectrum |ψk |2 etc. The
particular objective of this paper is to determine the
short-time evolution of the normalized fourth moment
κ4 (t) defined as
κ4 (t) =

h|ψ(x, t)|4 i
,
h|ψ(x, t)|2 i2

(9)

where the brackets h. . . i denote ensemble average performed over a large number of realizations of the random
process ψ(x, t). In what follows we shall be using the
RL
double average, h L1 0 |ψ(x, t)|n dxi, n = 2, 4, in Eq. (9)
to compute κ4 (t). This is implemented for the sake of
convenience in the numerical simulations since, if the averaging procedure over space is not implemented, a very
large statistical ensemble must be built, which leads to a
large, unrealistic computational cost necessary to reach
convergence of κ4 (t).
The fourth moment (9) is an important characteristic of the PDF of a random process that quantifies the

“heaviness“ of its tail. In particular, it can be used to
characterize the deviation from Gaussianity in the course
of evolution, when the initial statistics is Gaussian, in
which case κ4 is known to be equal 2 [35, 37]. The determination of κ4 , while providing limited information
about the PDF as a whole, is particularly relevant to the
rogue wave studies as the formation of a “heavy tail”
of the PDF is associated with the frequent appearance
of large-amplitude events in the random process’ realizations [7, 9, 20, 35].
Fig. 1 shows a typical initial evolution of a random
wave in the regime where the cubic (Kerr) nonlinearity
dominates linear dispersive effects, which corresponds to
the semiclassical regime described by Eq. (1) with ε  1
(in the numerical simulations we took ε = 0.1). As shown
in Fig. 1, the self-focusing dynamics tends to produce
bright peaks while the self-defocusing dynamics leads to
a decrease of the peak amplitudes but is accompanied
by steepening of slopes in the random amplitude profile.
While only the short-time evolution of the wave system is
shown in Fig. 1, a longer development leads to the formation of gradient catastrophes – the explosion of the first
derivatives of the wave’s profile. These gradient catastrophes have qualitatively different geometrical nature
in the defocusing regime (the wave-breaking singularity
[38]) and the focusing regime (the elliptic umbilic singularity [39]). In both cases the gradient catastrophes are
regularized by dispersive effects via the generation of nonlinear short wavelength oscillations: breather structures
in the focusing regime [40] and dispersive shock waves in
the defocusing regime (see [33] and references therein).
For convenience, we shall call the initial nonlinear evolution preceding the formation of gradient catastrophes,
the “pre-breaking stage” in both defocusing and focusing
regimes. The advantage of the semi-classical, dispersivehydrodynamic approach employed in this paper is that it
enables one to asymptotically separate the pre-breaking
and post-breaking stages of the evolution, which exhibit
qualitatively different behaviors and require very different analytical methods for their descriptions.
The starting point of our analysis is the evolution of the
nonlinear part HNL of the Hamiltonian. Differentiating
(8) we obtain
Z
dHNL
σ L 2 h ∂ψ ∗
∂ψ i
=
|ψ| ψ
+ ψ∗
dx.
(10)
dt
L 0
∂t
∂t
Using Eq. (1) and integrating by parts, one readily finds
Z
dHNL
σε L
=
Im[(ψx ψ ∗ )2 ]dx.
(11)
dt
L 0
Now, using the Madelung transformation
ψ=

√

φ

ρei ε ,

u=

∂φ
,
∂x

Eq. (11) can be rewritten as
Z
dHNL
σ L
=
ρuρx dx.
dt
L 0

(12)

(13)
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FIG. 1: Numerical simulations of Eq. (1) (ε = 0.1) showing
the time evolution of a random field having Gaussian statistics
at initial time t = 0 (green solid lines). (a) Focusing regime
(σ = +1). At short evolution time (t < 0.56 in the plot)
the self-focusing dynamics produces bright peaks having the
amplitude that grows in time. (b) Defocusing regime (σ =
−1). The self-defocusing dynamics induces the decrease in
time of the amplitudes of random peaks. After some time
(not reached in the plot), the random wave develops gradient
catastrophes that are regularized by dispersive effects leading
to the generation of breather structures in the focusing regime
and of dispersive shock waves in the defocusing regime.

Noticing from (9), (4), (8) that
κ4 (t) =

2hHNL i
σhN i2

(14)

one obtains
2 dhHNL i
2
dκ4
=
=
2
dt
σhN i
dt
hN i2 L

Z

L

hρuρx idx.

(15)

0

We now derive an analytical expression for κ4 (t) for
short evolution times, t  1. If the dispersion parameter
is small, ε  1, the initial dynamics are dominated by
nonlinearity. To describe these dynamics analytically,
we consider the semi-classical limit of the 1D-NLSE (1)
which is found by applying the Madelung transform (12)
and letting ε → 0. Assuming smooth evolution of ρ(x, t)
and u(x, t) in the pre-breaking regime, we obtain in the
limit ε → 0 the following well-known set of nonlinear
geometric optics equations [32, 41–44]
(
ρt + (ρu)x = 0,
(16)
ut + uux − σρx = 0.
If σ = −1, equations (16) are identical to the shallowwater equations for an incompressible fluid with ρ > 0
and u interpreted as the fluid depth and the depthaveraged horizontal fluid velocity, respectively. In the

nonlinear fiber optics context, ρ represents the instantaneous optical power and u represents the instantaneous
frequency (or chirp) [45].
Rigorous proofs of the point-wise convergence, as ε →
0, of solutions of the 1D-NLSE (1) to the solutions of
the dispersionless system (16) with the same initial data,
prior to the formation of gradient catastrophe, can be
found for certain classes of initial data in [46] (defocussing) and in [47, 48] (focussing). Some important particular exact solutions of system (16) for the focusing case
have been found as early as in 1960-70s (see [49–51]). A
detailed mathematical analysis of the pre-breaking dynamics in the defocusing case can be found in [41] (see
also [52] for the special case of the wave breaking into
vacuum).
It follows from the above consideration that, to study
the pre-breaking dynamics of partially coherent waves in
1-D NLSE (1) we need to be able to describe random solutions of system (16) obtained by evolving initial data
ρ(x, 0), u(x, 0) with given statistics (e.g. corresponding
to the Gaussian statistics of ψ). The study of such solutions has been recently initiated for the defocusing case in
the context of the interaction of random Riemann waves
in fiber optics [32] (see also [13]). In this connection
one must stress that the term “pre-breaking dynamics”
is understood here in the probabilistic sense, as for random initial data there is always a non-zero probability
of having gradient catastrophe at any, arbitrarily small,
moment of time. However, due to initial data having
typical size ∆x = O(1), we assume that for small ε the
contribution of such early gradient catastrophes to the
statistics is negligibly small.
To this end, with the short-time, pre-breaking evolution in mind, we look for the solutions of Eqs. (16) in
the form of the time power series expansions for the realizations ρ(x, t) and u(x, t):
ρ(x, t) = ρ0 (x) + ρ1 (x)t + ρ2 (x)t2 + ρ3 (x)t3 + O(t4 )
u(x, t) = u1 (x)t + u2 (x)t2 + u3 (x)t3 + O(t4 ) .
(17)
These time power series expansions provide the description of the evolution of ρ and of u over time scales shorter
than the typical time t∗ at which the gradient catastrophes occur. Rigorously speaking t∗ depends on the exact
shapes of the initial bell-shaped pulses found in the initial
random field but for partially coherent waves with the
typical amplitude and width of individual pulses equal
to one, t∗ is typically around 0.5, as shown in ref. [40].
Our theoretical analysis is therefore restricted to evolution times shorter than t∗ ≈ 0.5. This is well illustrated
by Figs. 2 and 3 that show that there is a very good quantitative agreement between numerical simulations of Eq.
(1) and our analytical results between t = 0 and t = 0.2.
Moreover, it is important to note that the term O(t4 )
is the error between the taylor expansion and the solution
of the model (16). We derive here a solution of the zerodispersion limit of 1D-NLSE ( → 0) for short time. The
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neglected term in (16) is O(2 ). Thus, for example, for
small but finite values of , the second order of the Taylor
expansion in time of ρ(t, x) reads [ρ2 (x) + O(2 )]t2 . We
show in section III that the results obtained in the zerodispersion limit are robust and are in good agreement
with simulations of 1D-NLSE for  = 0.1.
In (17) we assumed that initially, u(x, 0) = u0 = 0,
which agrees with typical physical condition u0  ρ0
satisfied in standard realistic experimental conditions.
Indeed timescales of amplitude and phase in partially
coherent waves are generally similar (O(1) here). Considering the normalizations given by the Eq. (12), this
0 /ε)
means that the derivative of the phase ∂(φ∂x
= O(1)
∂φ0
and thus u0 = ∂x = O(ε) whereas ρ0 = O(1). This
assumption is for example satisfied in the experiments
on the propagation of partially coherent light through
optical fibers, see [32].
Substituting Eqs. (17) into Eqs. (16) we obtain
1
ρ(x, t) = ρ0 − σ[ρ20 ]xx t2 + O(t4 ),
4
1
1
u(x, t) = σρ0x t − ( [ρ20 ]xxx + ρ0x ρ0xx )t3 + O(t4 ).
12
3

III.

(18)
Next, substituting Eqs. (18) into Eq. (15) and integrating in time, we obtain the following expression for
the time evolution of the normalized fourth moment of
the field amplitude:
σt2
κ4 (t) − κ4 (0) =
hN i2 L

Z

κ4 (t) becomes a decreasing function of time which implies low-tailed deviations from the initial statistics occurring in this regime. The statistical features described
by Eq. (19) are in full qualitative agreement with the results that have been recently obtained in numerical and
experimental investigations of integrable turbulence [7–
9, 12, 13, 26].
Let us emphasize that the decreasing or increasing nature of the time evolution of κ4 has also been shown
to be determined by the defocusing or focusing nature
of the propagation regime for weakly nonlinear dispersive random waves that are described by the 1D-NLSE
[28]. Theoretical approaches that have been used in the
weakly nonlinear regime are based on the wave turbulence theory and they consist in deriving quasi-kinetic
equations for the lowest order moments of the wave field
[28, 30]. Dispersion plays crucial role in that consideration. Our work is based on a completely different,
dispersive-hydrodynamic approach, where dispersive effects are initially not of dominant but of perturbative
nature.

L

hρ0 ρ20x idx

0

Z L
t4
2
(19)
h ρ20 ρ0x ρ0xxx
2
2hN i L 0 3
1
17
+ ρ0 ρ20x ρ0xx + ρ40x idx + O(t6 ).
6
2

−

Eq. (19) is our main general result. We note that it can
also be obtained by a direct substitution of the expansion
of ρ = |ψ|2 in the kurtosis formula (9). We note however,
that this would require computing the terms O(t4 ) in the
expansion (18) for ρ, which is avoided here by using in
Eq. (15) the O(t3 ) terms in the related expansion for u
ensuring the necessary O(t4 ) accuracy in Eq. (19).
One can make now two important observations. The
first one is that Eq. (19) shows that the normalized
fourth-order moment κ4 (t) of the field evolves quadratically with time at leading order for t  1. The second observation is that Eq. (19) shows that the increasing or decreasing nature of the time evolution of κ4 (t)
is determined by the value taken by σ. In the focusing regime (σ = +1), κ4 (t) is an increasing function of
time which means that the nonlinear evolution of the
wave field is characterized by PDFs that exhibit heavy
tailed deviations from the initial statistical distribution.
On the other hand, in the defocusing regime (σ = −1)

INITIAL CONDITIONS WITH GAUSSIAN
STATISTICS

Eq. (19) represents a general result that is derived
with the only assumption that ε  1. As we already
stressed, it is valid before the typical time of the gradient
catastrophe occurrence, i.e. for t  1 (for random initial
conditions with typical scales for ρ- and x-variations at
O(1)). Importantly, Eq. (19) is derived without any
assumption on the nature of the initial statistics of the
random wave field. In this section we show that Eq. (19)
can be further simplified if the random wave field taken as
initial condition has Gaussian statistics. To this end, we
assume that the random initial field ψ(x, 0) is composed
of a linear superposition of a large number of independent
random Fourier modes ψk (t = 0) = ψ0k = |ψ0k |eiφ0k , so
that by the central limit theorem ψ(x, 0) is a Gaussian
random field [3].
In the random phase and amplitude (RPA) model,
|ψ0k | and φ0k are both taken as randomly-distributed
variables [3]. Here, we will mainly use the so-called random phase (RP) model in which only the phases φ0k of
the Fourier modes are considered as being random [3]. In
this model, the phase of each Fourier mode is randomly
and uniformly distributed between −π and π. Moreover,
the phases of separate Fourier modes are
assumed to be
0
uncorrelated so that heiφ0k eiφ0k0 i = δkk . In the above
expression, the brackets, as usual, represent the averaging over an0 ensemble of many realizations of the random
0
process; δkk is the Kronecker symbol defined by δkk = 1
0
if k = k 0 and δkk = 0 if k 6= k 0 . With the assumptions of
the RP model described above, the statistics of the initial field is homogeneous, which means that all statistical
moments of the initial complex field ψ(x, t = 0) = ψ0 (x)
do not depend on x [15, 53]. This RP description of the
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initial random field has been shown to describe in a satisfatory way many experiments performed in the field of
integrable turbulence [7–9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 26, 54, 55].
Given the delta-correlation of the random phases, the
second moment of a field composed from the linear superposition of a large number of independent Fourier components having Gaussian statistics is readily evaluated
as
0

ψk ψk∗0 = nk δkk ,

(20)

and the sixth moment can be factored into products of
the second moments by using Wick’s decomposition [3]
hψk1 ψk2 ψk3 ψk∗4 ψk∗5 ψk∗6 i = nk1 nk2 nk3
[δkk41 δkk52 δkk63 + δkk41 δkk53 δkk62 + δkk42 δkk51 δkk63 +
δkk42 δkk53 δkk61

+

δkk43 δkk51 δkk62

+

Z

L

hρ0 ρ20x idx =

0

k
− (∆k)
2

.

k1 ,...k6

∗
∗
∗
× hψ0k1 ψ0k2 ψ0k3 ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
i(k2 − k5 )(k3 − k6 ),
4
5
6
(22)

where we have used the notation ψ0ki = ψki (0) for the
Fourier component at t = 0. Using Eq. (21), we obtain
the following expression for the short time evolution of
the fourth-order moment of a random wave field that has
Gaussian statistics at initial time, i.e. κ4 (0) = 2:
 2π 2
X
σ
n
n
κ4 (t) − κ4 (0) = −
n
0k1 0k2 0k3
hN i2
L
(23)
k1 ,k2 ,k3
× [−2(k2 − k3 )2 ]t2 + O(t4 ),
where n0ki = nki (0) are the components of the power
spectrum at t = 0. Using Eqs. (5), (4), (7) and taking
into account that P = 0 for our random Gaussian field,
we can finally rewrite Eq. (23) as
(24)

(Note that HL = O(1) and HNL = O(1) whereas the
linear part of the Hamiltonian (6) is O(ε2 )).
A similar, but somewhat lengthy, calculation permits
one to obtain a more accurate expression that includes
O(t4 ) correction (see Appendix VI):
"
208
2
κ4 (t)−κ4 (0) = 8σhHL (0)it +
hHL (0)i2
3
#
(25)
X  2πk 4
2
4
6
+ 4hN ih
|ψ0k | i t + O(t ).
L
k

Eqs. (24) and (25) show that the time evolution of
the fourth moment of the initially Gaussian random wave

(26)

The amplitude n0 ∈ R+ has to be determined from the
normalization condition provided by Eq. (4). The linear energy density determined from Eq. (7) is hHL i =
N (∆k)2
, and we can finally rewrite Eq. (25) only in terms
4
of the density of particles (or optical power) N and of
the width ∆k of the initial Fourier spectrum
κ4 (t)−κ4 (0) = 2σN (∆k)2 t2 +

X  2iπ 2
σ
+k2 +k3
δkk41+k
5 +k6
hN i2
L

κ4 (t) − κ4 (0) = 8σhHL (0)it2 + O(t4 ).

2

|ψ0k |2 = n0 e

(21)

δkk43 δkk52 δkk61 ]

Now, using Eq. (21), one can evaluate the coefficient for
the O(t2 ) term in the expansion (19):
σ
hN i2 L

field is determined by the linear part HL (0) of the Hamiltonian computed for the initial condition.
Eq. (25) can be further simplified if we assume that
the shape of the Fourier power spectrum of the initial
random field is described by a Gaussian

IV.

22N 2 (∆k)4 4
t +O(t6 ). (27)
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we use numerical simulations of Eq.
(1) to investigate the range and the degree of validity of
the semi-classical approach to the statistics of integrable
turbulence presented in Secs. II and III. The initial
condition used in our numerical simulations is a random
complex field having Gaussian statistics. The amplitudes
of the Fourier components are taken to be distributed
according to Eq. (26). In our numerical simulations, the
spectral phases φ0k are random, statistically independent
real numbers, uniformly distributed between −π and +π.
The width ∆k of the initial spectrum profile (26) is taken
to be unity (∆k = 1), and the value of ε in (1) is taken to
be 0.1. The numerical simulations are performed by using
a pseudo-spectral method with the numerical box having
size L = 256 for the defocusing regime and L = 128 in the
focusing regime that is discretized by using 216 points.
Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of the normalized
fourth moment κ4 (t) of the random wave field in the focusing regime (σ = +1). The curve plotted with black
line represents the result of the numerical simulation of
Eq. (1). In the large box limit (L → ∞), the value assumed by κ4 at t = 0 should be exactly 2. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, in the numerical experiments the value
taken by κ4 (t) at t = 0 slightly differs from 2 (see the inset in Fig. (2)) because the conditions of the central limit
theorem are not perfectly fulfilled in our numerical simulations. Indeed, because of the finite value of L, the number of Fourier modes in the spectrum given by Eq. 26 is
finite, in particular, √
in the Full Width at Half Maximum
2L
(FWHM) we count 2 ln
modes. Importantly, the deπ
viation of the initial condition from Gaussian statistics
affects only the value of κ4 (0) in Eq. (21) but not the
evolution. In the initial (before the formation of a gradient catastrophe) stage of the nonlinear evolution of the
random wave, κ4 (t) is at first an increasing function of
time that later reaches a maximum around t ∼ 0.6. Then
κ4 (t) becomes a decaying function of time that reaches
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FIG. 2: Black solid line: numerical simulations of Eq. (1)
with ε = 0.1 in the focusing regime (σ = +1) showing the
time evolution of the normalized fourth-order moment of the
random field having at t = 0 the Gaussian statistics and the
Fourier spectrum defined by Eq. (26) with ∆k = 1, N = 1.
Green dashed line: analytical result given by Eq. (27) at
leading order in t2 . Red dashed-dotted line: Analytical result
given by Eq. (27) including t2 and t4 evolution terms. The
inset shows an enlarged view of the evolution of κ4 (t) for
0 < t < 0.2.

a stationary value around ∼ 4 at long evolution time. A
similar evolution of κ4 (t) has already been evidenced in
numerical simulations presented in ref. [35]. The occurrence of the maximum of κ4 (t) has been linked in [56] to
the formation of the Peregrine breathers as the universal
local structures regularising gradient catastrophes in the
semi-classical focusing 1D-NLSE [40], [34].
The curves plotted with green (dashed) and red
(dashed-dotted) lines in Fig. 2 show monotonic evolutions of κ4 (t) that are obtained from Eq. (27). In particular the curves plotted in the inset of Fig. 2 clearly
reveal a very good quantitative agreement between numerical and theoretical results. In particular, a better
agreement between numerics and theory is obtained by
including the fourth-order correction term found in the
time expansion of the solution, see Eq. (27). A significant quantitative disagreement is found between our
theoretical results and the numerical simulation at evolution times greater than ∼ 0.2. This arises from the
fact that our approach is only valid at evolution times
that are shorter that the typical wave breaking time (the
pre-breaking description). The significant occurrence of
wave breakings at evolution times greater than ∼ 0.2 has
strong influence on the wave evolution and subsequently
the wave statistics in a way that cannot be accounted for
by using our pre-breaking treatment.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the numerical
simulation of Eq. (1) and the theoretical result given by
Eq. (27) in the defocusing regime (σ = −1). In the defo-
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FIG. 3: Black solid line: numerical simulations of Eq. (1)
with ε = 0.1 in the defocusing regime (σ = −1) showing the
time evolution of the normalized fourth-order moment of the
random field having at t = 0 the Gaussian statistics and the
Fourier spectrum defined by Eq. (26) with ∆k = 1, N = 1.
Green dashed line: analytical result given by Eq. (27) at
leading order in t2 . Red dashed-dotted line: Analytical result
given by Eq. (27) including t2 and t4 evolution terms. The
inset shows an enlarged view of κ4 (t) plot for 0 < t < 0.2.

cusing regime, κ4 (t) is a monotonically decreasing function of time, as already evidenced in ref. [35]. As for the
focusing regime, a very good quantitative agreement is
obtained between numerics and the theory at short evolution time (t < 0.2), i.e. before the typical occurrence
of gradient catastrophes.
While the developed theory is rigorously valid in the
semi-classical limit as ε → 0 Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 provide
the evidence of a good quantitative agreement between
numerical simulations and our theory for ε = 0.1. To
further verify the robustness of our results we have performed further numerical simulations for ε ranging between 0.08 and 0.5. In all cases a very good quantitative
agreement was obtained between the numerics and the
theory at short evolution time (t < 0.2).

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have undertaken an analytical study of
the problem of the evolution of a random wave field in the
1D-NLSE for both focusing and defocusing regimes. This
has been done from the perspective of dispersive hydrodynamics, a semiclassical theory of nonlinear dispersive
waves exhibiting two distinct spatio-temporal scales: the
long scale specified by initial conditions and the short
scale by the internal coherence length (i.e., the typical
size ε of the coherent structures) [31]. This scale separation enabled us to split the time evolution of the nonlinear random wave system (integrable turbulence) into
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the initial, “pre-breaking” stage, preceding the formation
of gradient catastrophes, when the evolution of the 1D
NLSE wave field is almost everywhere smooth, and the
“post-breaking” stage characterized by the generation of
short-scale nonlinear oscillations (breathers or dispersive
shock waves depending on the focusing vs. defocusing
character of the 1D-NLSE).
Our work is concerned with the initial, pre-breaking
stage of the semi-classical integrable turbulence, when
the dynamical and statistical features can be analytically
described in terms of random solutions of the dispersionless (nonlinear geometric optics) system (16). As a result,
we have derived a simple asymptotic formula describing
the evolution of the normalized fourth moment of the
random wave field. This formula, applied to the problem
of the 1D-NLSE evolution of random field having initial
Gaussian statistics, describes the initial stage of the formation of heavy tails of the PDF of the field amplitude
in the focusing case and the formation of low tails in the
defocusing case.
Recently, an exact and general identity that relates the
changes in the statistical properties of the wave field to
the changes of its Fourier spectrum has been derived by
using the Hamiltonian structure of 1D-NLSE [35]. In
other words, the knowledge of the fourth order moment
also provides the description of spectral properties. The
general description of the stationary state of integrable
turbulence and the theoretical prediction of the fourth
order moment is still an open fundamental question. In
the weakly nonlinear regime, the wave turbulence approach provides a statistical description of the nonlinear propagation of random wave fields in 1DNLSE systems [28–30, 57]. Recently, using an approach based on
the so-called large deviation theory, it has been shown
that rogue waves obey a large deviation principle, i.e.
the heavy tails of the PDF of the random wave field
are dominated by single realizations [58, 59]. This approach is very promising but does not provide a simple

−

1
3hN i2 L

Z

L

formula for the evolution of the statistics. In this article
we have demonstrated that the semi-classical approach
is an extremely powerful tool enabling one to describe
in a simple way the early stage of integrable turbulence
in the strongly nonlinear/ small dispersion regime. The
proposed methodology can be applied to the description
of partially coherent random nonlinear waves described
by other integrable equations, including shallow water
waves described by the KdV equation and its extensions.
In particular, the pre-breaking statistics of bi-directional
random shallow water waves is equivalent to that described by the defocusing 1D-NLSE and studied in this
paper.
The semi-classical approach to the statistics of random
waves in integrable systems is general and can be used
beyond the short-time asymptotic regime. It is known
very well that, in the semi-classical limit the evolution of
nonlinear dispersive waves after the gradient catastrophe
point is described by the so-called Whitham modulation
equations [60] governing the behaviour of the averaged
integrals of motion, and replacing the dispersionless system (16) (see [33, 61–63] and references therein for the
application of the Whitham theory to the defocusing and
focusing 1D-NLSE). Such an extension of the proposed
method to longer times is very promising but also highly
nontrivial.

VI. APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF O(t4 )
CORRECTIONS FOR THE CASE OF GAUSSIAN
STATISTICS AT t = 0

Here we provide the simplified expressions for the three
terms that are found in the integral giving the coefficient
of the O(t4 ) term in Eq. (19). To obtain these expressions, we assume Gaussian statistics at the initial time
and use Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) to obtain

X
1  2iπ 4
∗
∗
∗
∗
×
hψ0k1 ψ0k2 ψ0k3 ψ0k4 ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
i
5
6
7
8
2
3hN i
L
k1 ,...k6
X  2πk 4
+k2 +k3 +k4
3
2
|ψ0k |2 i
×δkk51+k
(k
−
k
)(k
−
k
)
=
48hH
i
+
4hN
ih
3
7
4
8
L
6 +k7 +k8
L

hρ20 ρ0x ρ0xxx idx = −

0

(28)

k

17
−
12hN i2 L

Z

L

hρ0 ρ20x ρ0xx idx = −

0

X
17  2iπ 4
+k2 +k3 +k4
∗
∗
∗
∗
×
hψ0k1 ψ0k2 ψ0k3 ψ0k4 ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
iδkk51+k
5
6
7
8
6 +k7 +k8
12hN i2 L
k1 ,...k6

(29)

136
×(k2 − k6 )(k3 − k7 )(k4 − k8 ) =
hHL i2
3
2

−

1
4hN i2 L

Z
0
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hρ40x idx = −

X
1  2iπ 4
+k2 +k3 +k4
∗
∗
∗
∗
×
hψ0k1 ψ0k2 ψ0k3 ψ0k4 ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
ψ0k
iδkk51+k
5
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8
2
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2

×(k1 − k5 )(k2 − k6 )(k3 − k7 )(k4 − k8 ) = −24hHL i

(30)
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